STRUCTURAL BIRD CONTROL-AN OVERVIEW

Charles W. Areson, Environmental Sanitation , P.O.
Box 159,521 N . Seventh St., Clinton, IN 47842

PREFACE
In my years of experience in pest bird control since
1965, I have gained much valuable experience and
knowledge in the field . I have noticed , however, the
definite need for a comprehensive training manual for
structural bird control. This paper that I am presenting at the First Eastern Wildlife Damage Control Conference is the basis for what I hope to be a complete and
comprehensive training manual to fill that void. Final
publication of the completed manual is scheduled tentatively for mid-1984.
This new training manual will go into great detail in
the areas of practical survey techniques, pesticide
safety and use , and procedures evaluation and deter' mination. It will also include an appendix giving detailed information about bird-borne diseases, as well
as a comprehensive collection of labels, labeling, and
informative literature about all registered pesticides
and products generally used in bird control.
I sincerely regret that time has not permitted me to
collect and compile all the data needed to complete this
manual for presentation a t this conference. I do believe, however , that this paper will provide a general
overview of the problems to be faced and procedures
necessary to conduct environmentally safe and effec tive structural pest bird control.

INTRODUCTION
Structural pest bird control is probably the most environmentally sensitive area of all pest control. The
potential hazards associated with bird control are far
greater and far more open to public scrutiny than in
a ny other type of pest control. One error in judgment
may bring the wrath of an entire community on you, as
well as involve you with legal repercussions from both
federal and state agencies. Hazards to non-target
species are always a threat when using any type of
program with toxics, and potential secondary hazards
to protected and endangered species must always be
considered. There is no other pest control program in
which the target species' daily travel covers such a
wide geographic area. And, of course, what other type
of pest control has whole societies watching their target species?
Because of this, a good public relations program is
vital to conducting a successful bird management
project. We quite often prefer to speak of bird control
as bird management, even though in many cases it
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involves the total eradication of a group of target
species. The very words that we use to describe our
own work sets the tone for our relations with the
public. If we see ourselves as conscientious, dedicated
professionals providing a vital service in the most
environmentally safe and effective method possible ,
then this is the image and attitude we project. If we
just see ourselves only as pest control operators out to
kill a few pests, then that is the image that we will
project. In the following pages I will attempt to set
forth a 7-step program for environmentally safe and
effective structural pest bird control and bird manage ment. A good public relations program is the heart of
each of these steps.

DATA GATHERING- "THE SURVEY"
The survey is divided into several areas . The first a rea
that we will consider is the identification of the specific
problems that are being caused by the target s pecies . A
general problem that is common with roosting birds is
that of building defacing. Droppings tend to cover and
deface the sides of the building, window sills, ledges ,
and other ornate structures. The costs of cleanup can
be significant in some areas. On stone buildings it can
even lead to the necessity of sandblasting. Structural
damage is not uncommon when you have roosting
birds. Flat-roofed areas can accumulate and hold droppings, and because of their high acid content, they can
cause significant damage to the roof. Peaks and slopes
on shingle roofs also can be damaged by accumulation
of droppings, because the acid content in the droppings
may cause rapid deterioration. Va lleys tend to accu mulate droppings, causing these areas to leak water .
allowing water to damage the roof structure and other
areas of the building.
Guttering can be torn loose by the weight of accumu lated droppings . When gutters and downspou t s be come plugged . they can cause water backup problems.
again causing water damage and contributing to ice
and snow damage to the roof during the winter . Dropping accumulations can contribute to potential di sease
and safety hazards , which will be covered in a later
part of this chapter. Aesthetic problems can be creatP. d
by the unsightly accumulation of droppings . as we 11 a s
by the tremendously unpleasant odors of the droppings. These odors can even cause mild illness in so me
individuals.
People problems must also be considered in problem
identification. In many cases, patrons and workers
have been "bombed" by the birds. Employee relations
can be affected when the birds cause unpleasant or
unhealthy conditions . And , of course, cleanup after a
group of messy birds is a job nobody Iikes . Dro ppingaccumulations may even create a public image
problem for a customer . Dropp:ngs around doorwav s

and on building facings often give a bad impression to
customers.
Lice and other ectoparasites can be a problem when
birds are roosting around a building. Lice and other
parasites can be brought into the building through air
conditioners and around windows. When birds are
roosting inside a building, people working beneath
areas of nesting can get lice or mites that fall off the
birds or areas where they roost. Infested attics, wall
voids, and other nesting areas can cause a wide-spread
infestation of these unwanted tiny pests.
Disease factors must always be considered in the survey. Histoplasmosis is one of the most common and
widely known diseases associated with pest birds. It
is caused by a fungus which grows in the droppings of
pigeons and starlings. Encephalitis is known to be
carried from area to area by tlocks of starlings. Mosquitoes biting infected birds then can transmit these
diseases to humans. T .G.E . and hog cholera are two
diseases spread by starlings which can devistate a hog
farmer . .'.'J'ewcastle Disease, which can wipe out a poultry farmer, is also spread by all 3 types of pest birds.
!Appendix C, which is not included here but will be
included in the final publication, will give a comprehensive and detailed list of diseases associated with
pest birds.) Several types of internal parasites are also
spread by pest birds, and Salmonellosis is always a
constant threat in areas of pest bird infestation.
In feed and food processing, storage, and handling
areas, damage can be a significant problem. It can
happen anywhere in the processing area. If birds are
present, their droppings, feathers, nesting materials,
etc. can actually get into the processed products. In
packaging areas, shipping containers and packaging
materials may be contaminated.
Storage areas such as warehouses can also be a source
of serious problems when infested with birds. Even in
transporation, protection must be given to avoid
problems around loading docks. Problems can also
arise in restaurants and in any other food preparation
and serving area open to bird infestation. A main area
offeed contamination is around barns and feed lots,
where birds can contaminate large amounts of feed,
making it unusable. Contamination can be caused in
any of these areas by droppings, nesting materials,
feathers, etc. or by parasites that fall off birds or nesting areas and become a part of the feed or food as it is
prepared and served. Adulteration, which can be
almost as serious as contamination in a food processing plant, can be brought about by the presence of
birds in the area. Just 1 bird nest in a food processing
plant can bring a citation from FDA for adulteration.
Contamination of cartons or packaging materials,
even when food is not present in them, can bring about
a citation. Any work done in food and feed processing
plants, therefore, must be handled very cautiously
because of their extreme sensitivity to contamination
and adulteration. You must be sure in performing any
service that the job is done in such a way that it doesn't
add to the problem.
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Product damage is an area that must be considered.
Damage can be caused to raw materials in storage or
transportation. Contamination of partially-finished
products with bird droppings, feathers, etc., cause
these products to be unusable or require special cleaning and handling. Finished products can be damaged
by bird droppings. Products that have a painted or
highly-polished finish can be permanently defaced by
the acidic droppings, causing returns and extra expenses for repairs . Stored products in warehouses,
even such items as steel bars, may be returned to the
manufacturer if the inspector notices the mess. I have
seen whole flat-car loads of steel pipe returned because
of bird dropping contamination. Packaged products
are also subject to damage, and areas where packaged
products are stored or shipped must be checked for
birds and bird contamination.
Many safety hazards can be caused by birds and their
droppings . Droppings on floors can be slick and slimy,
contributing to falls and injuries. Droppings on steps
can create extreme hazards. Bird droppings on ladders
are extremely objectionable and dangerous to employees who have to climb on them, and landings
below these ladders can also be problem areas.
Dropping accumulations can prevent operation of
automatic fire sensors and smoke detectors. Dropping
accumulations in the tracks of automatic fire doors can
cause them to be inoperable in an emergency. Air conditioners can be plugged with feathers and residue
from the birds. Dropping accumulations can prevent
the operation of doors and windows, and build up of
droppings on manual valves can cause them to be
rusted to such an extent that they become inoperative.
Fire hazards can be caused by birds. They can peck
insulation from exposed wiring. Nesting materials in
and around lights and heaters can be a potential
source of fire hazards, and birds have even been known
to carry lighted cigarettes into nesting areas .
Parked aircraft can be damaged by birds building
nests under the cowling, causing a serious potential inflight fire hazard. Nesting materials can cause flight
controls not to work properly, and if an aircraft has
been parked in an exposed area for a significant length
of time and is not thoroughly pre-flighted, serious
problems can arise. Damage caused by birds to aircraft in flight is well known. Birds ingested into a
turbine engine can cause engine failure and subsequent tragedy. Wind screens have been knocked out of
aircraft by starlings, gulls, and other birds that roost
and feed around airports. Structural damage is an
ever-present hazard when a bird strike occurs.
Men climbing structures and working on ladders are
always subject to the hazards of being frightened and
possibly knocked off when they inadvertently disturb
roosting birds. People working on ledges of courthouses and other buildings are also exposed to this
hazard.
Accurate target species identification is vital to every
project. There are 3 species of birds that are the pri-

mary pests, and they are generally unprotected. In all
cases, state and local regulations must be checked to
verify ifthere are any laws that apply to or restrict
methods of control for these species. The most common
pest is the domestic pigeon or rock dove. Pigeons are a
year-round pest in virtually all areas of the United
States. They roost on ledges and protected areas on
and around buildings and structures. They are not
generally sensitive to sound devices , and visual repellents are generally effective for only a very short
period of time.
Starlings are another common pest around buildings
and structures. The starling was imported from
Europe in the late 1800's, when several pairs were
released in Central Park in New York City. It was
thought that they would help control insect problems,
but much to the dismay of everyone, they have become
one of the nation's greatest pest bird species. Although
they do feed on insects while they are raising their
young, most of the year they eat more grain and seeds
than they do insects. There have been reports of large
wheat fields in the Upper Midwest that have been
totally stripped of every grain of wheat by large flocks
of starlings just days before harvest.
The worst time of the year for structural starling infestation is from late fall to early spring when they are
gathered in large flocks for their winter roost, but they
are also frequently a minor problem in spring and
summer when they may nest on buildings and structures to raise their young. Starlings also present
spring and fall problems by roosting in large numbers
in trees in urban areas. Since there are no registered
pesticides currently available to control this type of
problem that are effective in warm weather, sound
repellents are generally the only effective and practical method of flock dispersal. Roost alteration by
topping and thinning affected trees is also of great
assistance in deterring the roosting of large flocks of
starlings. Starlings are hated by hog and cattle
farmers alike, for it has been shown that they can be
vectors for many diseases of livestock. In many cases,
even if they don't spread disease, their feeding in feedlot situations can cause a great loss to the farmer .
The English sparrow is the third most common pest
bird. They are most often more of a nuisance than a
serious hazard, unless they are around food and feed
processing areas . Their nesting, however, can become
a serious problem if they nest in and around lighted
signs and electrical equipment. Farmers may not be
able to open sliding doors on barns and machine sheds
because sparrows fill the tracks with their nests. They
are very persistent, and if a nest is torn down, generally they will have it rebuilt within a few hours. Sparrows are the most frequent builders of nests under the
cowling of small aircraft.
There are many other birds that can become pests in
specific situations, but virtua lly all are protected
under state laws, federal laws, and the Federal :\1:igratory Bird Treaty Act. Whenever these birds become a
pest, it is always advisable to check with the local Fish
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and Wildlife Service office to obtain necessary permits
before control methods are initiated. This may save
days of pain and financially expensive embarrassment
later on.
Blackbirds are the most common pests among protected species. Several species of blackbirds may be
involved and it is vital that an accurate identification
of specie~ is made. Blackbirds seldom, however, become a structural pest problem. The few times where
they do become a problem are when they nest in and
around structuring, where the dropping and nesting
materials create a problem - such as around refineries
and manufacturing plants.
Seagulls are a problem mainly in coastal areas. Their
roosting in manufacturing plants is generally the only
time where they become a structural problem But
their feeding habits, especially around landfills that
are close to airports, generally provide the hazards
associated with the species.
Avitrol @is currently the only pesticide registered for
use in the control of seagulls. In most cases better
sanitation methods and cleanup of the feeding sites is
the only really effective means of control.
Swallows often become a nuisance by roosting in barns
and other structures. Law prohibits disturbing nesting areas of the swallows without a permit, and in
most cases any method of control with pesticides is
strictly prohibited. The only really effective methods
of control for swallows is mechanical exclusion or roost
alteration, such as spreading a thin layer of grease on
the areas where the swallows generally build their
nests. This makes it impossible for them to get their
nests to adhere to the affected beams, installation of
netting around the affected area, or installation of
wire deterrents. Very often, however, all this will do is
move them to another near-by area.
Woodpeckers can be a serious problem around telephone and electric poles. The birds tend to hollow out
a nest inside the poles, making them very s usceptible
to wind damage . The current move away from wooden
poles to steel poles and underground lines has greatly
eliminated these problems, but they continue in oth e r
areas.
Chimney swifts roosting in chimneys of homes often
create serious emotional problems for the families who
live there. They are very often mistaken for bats and [
have several times been called to check out a bat
problem when it turned out to be a chimney full of
swifts. A simple bird screen secured over the top of a
chimney after making sure all the birds were out, is
the simplest way to cure this problem. Chimney swifts
must on no occasion be harmed , for they are one of the
most beneficial birds around , eating thousands of
mosquitoes and other small insects every week of their
life.
In Hawaii there are many spec ies of birds that are
considered pests in some circumstances, and we will
not attempt to review them at this time . \ilany other

species may from time to time be considered pests in
given circ.umstances , but extreme caution must be
used in dealing with them. If you have difficulty in
identifying the target species involved, SEEK HELP .
A complete environmental projection is necessary to
ensure that the job can be done safely and effectively.
You must determine the total Ii ving area of the target
species including their roosting area, areas where they
feed and water during the day, daily flight patterns,
and any loafing areas that the birds frequent throughout the day . These must be monitored over a period of
several days to ensure that a predictable pattern is
indeed present. After you have determined this living
area for the target species, you must determine what
other non-target species also coexist within this Ii ving
area . You must find out if there are regular transients
which travel through this area on a regular basis that
might be exposed to any hazards.
You must identify all species that are roosting and
Ii ving within that area. You must be especially
cautious if birds of prey are prevalent in any of this
area, for several types of pesticide control can cause a
secondary hazard to them. The area must be checked
for scavenger birds, for it is not always possible to pick
up all bird carcasses immediately when they fall. If
they are scattered over a wide area, the hazards of
scavenger birds must be considered. There are several
methods of control that should be used only with extreme caution inhere are significant numbers of birds
of prey and scavenger birds in the area, and they
should NEVER be used if any of these are endangered
species.
You must watch for domestic animals that live in this
ar ea , such as dogs and cats around homes and farms .
If t his area involves a rural area that would have pigs ,
goa ts, a nd other li vestock exposed to any dead or dying
birds, this must al so be taken into consideration. The
area should a lso be surveyed for wild scavenger animal s such as opossums , raccoons, etc., which might
feed on bird carcasses.
~o ma tter whether this living area is urban or rural,
"people problem" public relations must always be of
the highest consideration. Will there by any factory
workers exposed to treated areas or exposed birds
car casses? If using strychnine or Avitrol ®, will there
he a ny people who will be able to observe these birds
die? Especiall y with the use of Avitrol®, this can sometimes present se rious public re lations problems.
[n a r eas where there are many elderly citizens. they
so metimes like to feed the birds , including pigeons .
These people can get quite upset if they see birds die or
obse rve bird ca rcasses that have not been picked up .
The re ar e people who catch a nd ea t wild birds, such as
pigeo ns, as a pa r t of their regular diet. Fa mil y a nd
resi dentia l ar eas should be monitored closely fo r bird
ca rcass pick-up when toxics are used . Areas tha t
include coll eges a nd universities can be extre mely
sensitive beca use of the la rge numbers of some times
highl y impressive students. Schools , playgrounds.
nurse ri es, a nd other a reas where ve ry young children
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a re re gularly present should be monitored, and the
custodial personnel in those areas should be alerted to
any possible problems .
Bird pressures must be estimated. You must find out
how many other similar problems there are within the
area, whether there is food and water sufficiently
available to continue population growth in these other
areas and whether it is likely that overpopulation will
occur, possibly causing reinfestation in the serviced
area. Are there old, abandoned buildings or structures
in the area that may be torn down, causing dislocation
of large flocks of birds? An adequate knowledge of all
the roosting areas of similar target species in the vicinity is necessary to undersand and properly estimate
re infestation bird pressures.
You must gain an understanding of applicable state
and local laws. Some states have additional protection
even for the 3 main species not protected by federal
law. Some states regulate and/or prohibit some
methods of control. Some pesticides which are readily
available in some states are not registered for use in
others. Always check state regulations and state
registrations to discover any potential problem areas.
Some cities and counties also restrict certain types of
bird control and/or require notification and permits
prior to work being done .
A good working knowledge of any environmental
groups in the area is important to establishing good
public relations . These people generally will be
cooperative and friendly if you go in as a conscientious
professional, seeking their assistance in advance to
avoid possible problems. Chances are they will never
endorse your work, but generally if you contact them
ahead of time, you may avoid potential problems, and
they may be of great assistance in establishing your
environmental projection. Local groups such as university and school groups, women's clubs, organizations , ornithological , a nd zoological groups can a lso be
a help to you here .
Other areas of help in data gathering may include
your state or regional U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
representatives, your county Cooperat ive Extension
Service and agent , your state fish and wildlife service,
and the conservation officer or game warden. Your
state and local health departments, state pesticide
licensing agency, state department of agriculture , a nd
colleges and universities in your area may also he of
assistance.
EVALUATION AND DETERMINATION

This step involves correlating all data gathered in the
survey - areas on problem identification , potential
"people problems" , disease vectors , safety hazards,
target species identification , a nd the tota l environmental projection a nd with that information in hand,
reviewing the type of control program acceptable within the existing environmenta l s itua tion . This will involve a complete eva lua tion of the various products,

programs, and procedures available when determination is made.
The following summary is an accumulation of my
personal experience over the last 17 years. My
assessment of various products is just that, a personal
assessment of my experience, and in no way should be
construed to be anything other than a personal
opinion. I make no guarantees or personal claims
about the validity or accuracy of any manufacturersupplied information.
There are 3 basic types of programs available - ones
that provide short-term solutions, others that provide
fairly long-term solutions, and those that provide
permanent solutions, which are possible only in a few
cases. Short-term programs may involve population
reduction, short-term population extermination, or
clean out of roosting birds. You can have a short-term
solution that may involve population movement with a
minimum of mortality, and of course, you can have
population dispersal with no mortality. All these by
themselves are just short-term solutions to existing
problems.
The proper use ofrepellents can sometimes bring
fairly long-term solutions. A continuing program of
population reduction and control can also bring some
long-term relief if total elimination of the existing
flock is net desired. Total extermination of the existing flock with a follow-up program to control and
eliminate reinfestation as it occurs will also give a
long-term solution. One other method for long-term
control is a total extermination of the existing flock
with a follow-up application of repellents to prevent
further reinfestation.
Permanent solutions are ideal, but in many cases
these are not possible. Some of the methods that can
bring about permanent solutions in limited areas involve the use of mechanical exclusion and can be done
without mortality, with only limited mortality, or with
a prior elimination of the existing roosting flock prior
to the installation of mechanical exclusion devices.
Roost alteration also can provide permanent solutions
in limited areas.
There are many control methods available. Here we
will attempt to touch on the basic types. The first nonlethal methods that we will review are the visual
frightening devices. In many cases, owls and other
raptors - either plastic, stuffed, or mechanical - have
been used with varying amounts of success. In most
cases the target species will quickly become accustomed to their presence, and they will lose their effectiveness. I have seen the situation in an oil refinery
where a large plastic owl that looked very real was on
top of a tower, and during the evening influx of a starling flock, many of the birds landed and sat for extended periods of time right on the head of the plastic
owl. Stuffed or mechanical devices that actually move
seem to have significanlty better results than plastic
devices, but none seem to have any long-term effect
without being moved and without other methods being
used in conjunction with them.
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Rubber snakes have been used to scare off flocks of
birds out of buildings and off roofs. The only case
where this project was fully effective was on the
Oklahoma State Capitol Building several years ago
when they had a problem with a large flock of starlings. They were unable to move them until a local
novelty store owner brought in a large box ofrubber
rattlesnakes, which the custodial personnel placed on
the ledges and roof of the capitol building. The birds
never came back. I have not been in touch with them,
however, since this first experience, to find out how
long-term the solution was.
Flashing lights have also been used extensively as bird
repellents, and there are many advertised claims for
the effectiveness of these products. In the many cases I
have seen them used, their success has been very
short-lived, and in 1 case, it became an ideal place for a
pair of pigeons to build their nest. Wheelabrator, Inc.
in Mishawaka, Indiana, many years ago , called us in
for a pigeon problem they had, and they told us about
what they had tried with a very expensive revolving
light. It was a multi-colored light with a large case
and a flat top approximately 12" in diameter. Within
a few days of the installation of the light, a pair of
pigeons had built their nest right on top, the warmth
from the light helping to incubate the eggs.
Light-reflecting devices such as strips of aluminum
foil or other reflective material hung around the roosting sites may provide a significant change in the area
which may cause short-term repellency, but I have
never seen these remain effective for any extended
period. I regularly observe people who, during the
summer, hang aluminum pie pans out in their gardens
to help scare off birds. I cannot state, however, that
they have significantly fewer bird problems than
people without these devices.
Brightly colored cloth or plastic strips also can provide
enough of a change in the area to provide short-term
repellency. Wind mills and scarecrows also seem to
have a short-term affect, but very few ever seem to
maintain long-term effectiveness. There have been
papers written on raptor-shaped kites. Apparently,
these work to some extent in farm areas, but I know of
little or no practical use for them around structural
areas. Artificial stuffed cats also have been shown to
be of some limited use inside buildings with roosting
sparrows, but again, effectiveness seems to be very
short-Ii ved.
Some audible frightening devices have proved to he
viable, effective tools in moving flocks ofroosting
birds. Recorded distress calls and alarm calls are very
useful when dealing with roosting flocks of blackbirds
and starlings if the area involved is not too large. l
have found the use ofa revolver with blanks in addition to these calls provides much faster results. These
calls were most effective when used with a powerful
amplifier and large 12-inch-to-15-inch horns , able to
amplify without distortion. I use the cassette tape
recordings of the red-winged blackbird when working
with flocks of blackbirds and/or starlings. The

equipment is set up during the day prior to the appearance of the birds. I do not turn on the recorded calls
until the birds first begin to settle in the trees, and
then I fire the revolver once or twice and immediately
start the tape, allowing it to play until the birds have
scattered from the area. As soon as the birds leave, I
turn off the calls and wait for another group of birds .
I have found that if the calls are left on too long, the
birds have a tendency to become accustomed to the
sound, and even though it may make them nervous
and flighty, they tend to remain longer in the area
than if it is played for only short intervals. In most
cases, doing this every evening consistently, from the
time the birds first appear until it is completely dark,
can totally disperse a flock to the point where no birds
come to the trees in a period of 5 to 12 days, depending
upon the size of the flock and its make-up.
Mixed flocks of starlings, blackbirds, and grackles,
which I have had to deal with in July and August of
the last few years, have been the most difficult and
taken the longest time to disperse. The flock that I
worked with last July consisted originally of about
150.000 birds scattered throughout every tree in
the square surrounding a courthouse. With these
methods, the birds were scattered in every direction in
a 2-mile radius, but the project took 12 nights to complete. Proper use of these techniques can give complete dispersal, which in most cases is an acceptable
solution, rather than flock movement, which generally
is unacceptable. Loud noises such as people banging
pans together and slapping boards on the sidewalk
have also been effective to move small flocks from individual trees, but this is not a practical solution on a
large scale.
Ultrasonics have been tested and experimented with
and used in many areas over the last few years, and all
sorts of claims have been made . I have never seen
where these have been effective, but I will not attempt
to evaluate them. There will be other papers given
and other evaluations made by individuals, such as Dr.
Bill Jackson of Bowling Green State University, and
others who have far more technical knowledge of these
devices and their efficacy.
Caribde cannons, acetylene exploders, other exploding
devices, and pyrotechnics can sometimes be of significant help in crop protection, but I know of little or no
use for them in structural bird control.
Constant harrassment, such as regular and frequent
nest destruction and the persistent use of water cannons has been effective in moving small numbers of
roosting birds without mortality, but it can be a very
labor-intensive project. In most cases, it will have to
be done on a regular basis at least once or twice a year.
There are several non-toxic chemical repellents currently available on the open market. Probably the
best-known is Roost ~o More® Roost No More® is
available in liquid for use in trees and cartridges and
bulk for use as a structural repellent. The main drawback to this particular repellent that I have found has
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been a tendency for it to discolor tremendously with
age, and when it is applied heavily, it has a tendency
to run over the edges of the ledges during periods of
extremely hot weather. (This was, however, the old
formulation put out by Bird Control Laboratories, and
not that which is now put out by Velsicol. I have not
tried the Velsicol formulation; they may very well
have overcome this problem.) I have found Bird
Tanglefoot® to be for me the most effective repellent
available in its ease of application and the most re-sistant to running even in the hottest weather. There
are several drawbacks, however, to the use of any
tactile repellent. In general, their life is only from l-2
years at a maximum, and in cases of high dust areas,
thay may only last from a few days to a few weeks
because of the dust build-up on them, which will
render them totally ineffective. They will, however,
remain extremely sticky under this coating, and, if
they are on ledges or areas where workers must climb,
they can present serious and sometimes even hazardous situations.
There has been testing of various odor repellents. The
only one that I have seen tested with seemingly any
significant, varifiable results was one whose basic
active ingredient was a slow-release ammonia soap.
This seemed to be fairly effective, but for a period of
only a few days, and the manufacturer has not spent
the vast amount of money and time necessary to
develop a label for use on birds.
Taste repellents have been used extensively for years
in seed-grain and fruit treatments, but these have no
practical application in structural bird control.
There are available chemical repellents made up of
treated grains, which cause just a minimum of mortality, and these have been shown to be very effective in
some areas to relocate flocks of birds . Both the pesticides Avitrol® and Excelcide Bird Trip® contain the
active ingredient 4-Aminopyridine, which causes the
birds which have eaten the grain containing this product to go into severe convulsions as they die, thereby
frightening away other birds in the area. This can be a
viable solution to problems when the movement of
these birds to other areas will not create new problems. When you have a situation in which all you are
going to do is move a problem from one place to another, I personally do not consider this an acceptable
method. The use of this product can also cause serious
public relations problems if the wrong people observe
these birds dying in such a "horrible anci inhumane"
manner.
Population reproduction control can be handled with 2
basic methods the first being the old-fashioned method
of mechanical destruction of eggs and nests. To be
effective, this must be done on a continu:ng basis and
can be so labor-intensive as to be impractical in most
circumstances, but when done properly and consistently, it can indeed by very effective. The use of Ornitrol® has proven to be somewhat effective in population controls in given areas, but it is not Jlways
possible to get all the birds in the area to feed at the

sites you provide . The only way that chemosterilants
can be effective is in an area where alternate feed sites
can be controlled or eliminated and virtual 100%
feeding at the designated sites can be accomplished.
Mechanical exclusion is 1 of the main methods that is
used in some areas to provide a permanent solution to
bird problems. The area involved with birds either
roosting or nesting must be completely screened off
with hardware cloth, chicken wire, metal fencing
materials, or closed off with wood, metal, or other
building materials. Sometimes even replacing windows which have been broken out or covering them
up with plastic will totally close off an area from the
birds, and will provide the adequate, permanent
solutions necessary to stop the problems.
It is important to think , however, about where these
birds are going to go if you do close them out of 1 particular area. If there are other areas around that are
susceptible to bird roosting, all you may be doing is
moving the problem from one building or section to
another, and you may create a problem that is even
worse than the original one.
There are several companies, such as Conwed®, that
have produced a plastic netting that can be used in to
close off sites where birds roost. They can be a very
efficacious method of mechanical exclusion. The cost,
however, can be quite high , and there are many areas
that can be extremely difficult to totally close off. If
you do not close off all possible entrances, you may just
be providing the birds with a more protected area in
which to roost - one where people and other animals
cannot get to them .
Air curtains have been used around large open doors to
provide a resistance to an influx of birds. These, however, may not work in an area where an infestation is
already there, but it does provide a significant amount
of protection for an area that does not have birds roosting. Generally, air curtains are installed by putting
large fans with directional air flow directly over the
doors, pushing a large curtain of air down through the
door opening. This permits people and equipment to
use the access, yet provides enough of an air flow that
insects and birds will not be as apt to fly through it.
Heavy plastic strips have been used in many areas to
provide a mechanical exclusion that is fully effective
against pest birds. There a re some disadvantages,
however. They are fairly expensive to install, and they
have a tendency, especially if you have heavy equipment going through them carrying loads on which
there are sharp objects, to tear or to rip, leaving gaps in
the curtains, and they do discolor in time with traffic
so they have to be periodically replaced . It is not a 1time installation . Any method of mechanical exclusion must be maintained on a regular basis to keep its
effectiveness, and, in many cases it is preferable and
even necessarv to use other tools and methods, in
addition to me-chanical exclusion, to eliminate the
roosting flock so that you do not have constant pressures on the area, and so that you do not just move the
problem.
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Roost alteration can sometimes be done by boxing in or
closing in the specific roost areas on ledges of buildings. A 45-degree-to-60-degree slant is recommended
to prevent the birds from sitting, roosting, or nesting
on these areas. I have seen areas up to an 80 degree
slant where if there was just the slightest little rough
place, the birds would still continue to roost . T~i~ is
definitely a viable procedure to help prevent remtestation once the existing population has been eliminated but it can have the same problems as mechanical e~clusion when you don't eliminate the existing
flock first . If you are dealing with a protected species,
mechanical exclusion and roost alteration may be the
only methods you can use .
Another method of keeping birds from roosting on
pipes or on beams that are not va ry wide is the installation of a thin wire, such as piano wire or a heavy gauge monofilament fishing line centered directly over
the pipe or beam approximately three-fourths of an
inch above it. [t must be secured on each end by
clamps to keep it in place . This can normally prevent
birds from sitti ng comfortably on the pipes or beams ,
while it does not prov ide a large enough diameter for
the birds to grasp.
In areas where you have many trees directly adjacent
to buildings and structures, a nd you have birds flocking in the trees as well as on the buildings, you will_
also need to do some tree trimming or removal to eliminate the problem entirely . A profe ss ional arborist can
open up the trees and thin them out enough so they do
not provide an acceptable area for roosting of large
flocks of birds .
The use of pointed spikes and pointed wires suc h as
~ixalite will provide a roost alteration where it
actually prohibits the birds from sitti ng or roostin g
There are some drawbacks, however . It must be kept
cleaned out, for sticks or leaves building up on it ne gate its effectiveness. I've also seen where pigeons
have actually carried up sticks and dropped them to
build a good, strong nest over and above the top of the
spikes, a nest that was virtually impossible to get torn
down or washed a way . These are al so very expensive
to have installed, and must never be installed in areas
where people, especially children, could get to them:
they can provide very nasty wounds if a person fa! ls
against them .
Oral toxicants are another too l available for use in
"the battle of the birds" . Onlv one ~e lective oral toxicant Starlicide® is current!~ available, and it is
regi~tered only f~r use again-st s tarlings and hlackbirds around livestock and poultry operations, and
therefore has virtually no uses when considerini;
structural bird control. I know ofno oral toxicants
that are of any significant use against s tar Iings in a
structural bird control program. I have found it
virtually impossible to entice starl ings to feed
consistently near or around their winter roosting
areas, and in most cases . winter is the only time they
are a significant problem .

'.'J"on-selective oral toxicants such as strychnine are
somewhat effective tools when dealing with roosting
pigeons, but they must always be used only with extensive, monitored pre-baiting. Pre-baiting should be
conducted for several days at several different locations until predictable feeding patterns have been
established. This can take anywhere from 3 or 4 days,
to 2 weeks or more . In areas where water is not readily
available, water stations should be set out in the same
general area to keep the birds from having to go too far
to water. These should not be too close, however, because in times of water shortage non-target birds can
be drawn into the area by the water supply.
After monitored pre-baiting has been satisfactorily
established and you are certain that there are no nontargets feeding at a specific site, then the toxicants can
be exposed. The toxic bait should be put out at the
given feeding time you have established. There must
always be a monitor watching the area after the baits
have been put out, and baits should be put out for only
a very short period of time - say 2 or 3 hours . At the
end of that time, all toxic material should be swept up.
Pre-baiting should be re-established in order to determine the percentage of control that has been obtained.
Birds will sometimes not feed at sites where they have
seen other birds die, so this pre-baiting may not be
effective, but it is important to try to determine the
results that you have obtained. This also will help
prepare for a second round if the needed reduction has
not been obtained.
Another vitally important point about the use of
strychnine is the need for immediate bird pick up. The
person who is monitoring should have someone available , ifhe cannot do it himself, to pick up birds as they
fall. Normally they will die within just a few seconds
to a few minutes after ingesting the bait, and it is very
important that these birds be picked up quickly. They
will cause a secondary effect on any animal, bird or
mammal, that might eat them . This is a point that
cannot be emphasized enough, for there have been
many cases where serious repercussions have occurred
with the use of strychnine bait when bird pick up has
not been immediate. There have been dead dogs, owls,
cats, hawks , and in some cases eagles , which have
been killed from the poisoned birds. If this happens
and you kill an eagle, you better consider moving to
Australia before the day is over, because the repercussions that you will face may put you out of business
and end you up in jail.
Any time that oral toxicants are considered, be extremely cautious to check the area for feeding nontarget birds, and check the area for birds of prey and
scavenger birds that may feed on dead and dying birds.
If your survey is not complete, you can end up with
severe problems in the use of oral toxicants.
Contact toxicants, such ·as Rid-A-Bird 1100® and RidA-Bird Control Liquid®, can be very effective tools
when used properly in structural pest bird control.
There are 3 main types of perches available to use with
these toxicants: the round indoor perch used primarily
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for sparrows and starlings, the round starling perch for
use outside, and the flat pigeon perch used inside and
outside . The outdoor perches have a stainless steel
screen over the wicks that help protect them from rain
contamination.
The choice of the particular toxicant to be used in the
perches is important. In my many years of bird control
work, I have used the Rid-A-Bird perches extensively,
and indeed they are l of the main tools that I use, but
the choice of the toxicant that I use in them must oe
made very cautiously. Even though Rid-A-Bird
reports no serious problems from the use of Control
Liquid®, which is an endrin-based formulation, some
manufacturing plants that I work in will not permit
the use of endrin. It is a very effective and generally
safe toxicant in this formulation when used properly,
but it is not without potential hazards. I had an experience during cold, windy weather where endrin
would crystalize on the outside of the perches as the
solvents and carrier evaporated. This left a heavy
residue of potentially hazardous crystaline endrin in
an open, exposed environment. When used properly
you have very little hazard of secondary effects on
dogs, cats, or birds of prey, but of course there is the
potential present, so bird pick up is important.
The Rid-A-Bird Perch Solution®, which is a fenthionbased material is a very effective toxicant in many
areas. Again, with any use of fenthion, extreme care
must be used that you do not have any exposure of
carcasses to birds of prey or sea venger birds. Carcass
pick up is extremely important here, for fenthion has a
much lower LD-50 on several species of hawks than it
does even on the target species. So it is possible for 1 or
2 dead or dying sparrows eaten by a hawk to produce a
dead hawk. You must also be very cautious in the
installation of the perches to avoid installing them
where hawks, owls, or other protected birds land fre quently . Your survey must be complete, for a hawk or
owl landing on an exposed, freshly charged Rid-A-Bird
perch may very cause the death of the hawk or owl.
Proper installation of the perches is vital if you expect
to get quick and effective results . The perches must be
installed in the target species' roosting or resting areas
that are serviceable . It doesn't help much to install a
perch where you can't get to it . From my observations,
the material in the perches is effective for a period of
only 30 to 60 days . These perches must be placed
where the birds frequent, in either roosting areas,
staging areas, or loafing areas on buildings and
structures.
These perches have a certain amount ofrepellency in
themselves. When they are first installed, the roosting
birds will have a tendency to shy away from them. In
many cases, the use of repellents in conjunction with
perches will significantly hasten the effectiveness of
your control methods . Rid-A-Bird perches can be very
effective tools and very helpful in providing a total
bird control package, but they're not a total answer in
themselves. In fact I know of no tool herein mentioned
that is going to be a cure-all for eve ry job , and there are

very few of them that can be used completely by themselves on any job.

a bird population from a specific area, although occasionally it has been done .

A contact toxicant that does not use perches is currently available in the state of Hawaii. It is called
BCF #1 ®, and it is put out by my company, Charles
Areson - Environmental Sanitation. It is a fenthienbased chemical, 9% used in direct application on buildings and structures for use against roosting pigeons,
mynahs, sparrows, and other pest birds on and around
buildings and structures. It is an extremely restricted
pesticide in that it is not permitted to be used by anyone unless they are a certified pesticide applicator in
the area of bird control. They also must be specifically
trained in the use of this pesticide before they can use
it. It is not permitted in areas where protected birds
are feeding on the target species. It is a unique material in that it flows like a medium-weight grease, but
when it is applied through the tip of a sprayer to the
surface of the building, ledge, or structure, it forms a
light jell. This material can be applied only where
roosting is occurring. The label prohibits the use unless reinfestation has occurred. If the material is to be
applied in a sensitive area where people might come
into contact with it, it should be applied over masking
tape so that within 3 to 4 days when elimination has
been completed, the material can be totally removed
without leaving any residue. This material is very
stable at temperatures up to 100 degrees, in that it will
not run even when applied on a sloped ledge. It does,
however, have a very short life span in an exposed
area. It breaks down to be virtually ineffective against
even the smallest bird within 5 to 7 days when sunlight, and especially moisture, are present. Since this
is a restricted-use pesticide, strict record-keeping requirements are also included on the label.

Trap placement is an important factor in the use of
traps. They need to be placed away from trafficked
areas. They should be placed where they are easy to
get to for servicing the traps, and they should be serviced at least every third day - preferably every other
day . Food and water must always be kept available in
the traps so that the birds will not die of starvation or
thirst. Many times, especially if you have a bird that
seems to be fairly tame, it is wise to leave that bird in
that trap to attract other birds to the area. Often times
spreading corn around the trapped area. as well as in
the trap, can entice pigeons into the trap.

The product is not currently available in the continental United States, but an application for federal
registration has been filed . We are hoping within a
year or so to have this product available for use
throughout the United States . We believe it will be a
very efficacious tool when used properly. It will meet a
need in many areas that no other product currently
meets. It must be remembered, however , that this
product like any other fenthion-based material is
extremely toxic to all birds, especially birds of prey,
and it must never be used in any area where it will
endanger protected birds. Thi5l prohibits its use in
many areas where it would otherwise be useful.
Trapping is another commonly used method of control.
There are many types of traps commercially available
for use against various species of birds. Trapping can
be a method of population reduction in areas where the
use oftoxicants is not practical or not permitted. Proper disposal of trapped birds is important in that it
must be done in an approved, humane manner. There
have been operators who have found themselves in
trouble for improper disposal of trapped birds . Trapping is selective if done properly in that non-target
species can he released if they are inadvertently
captured. Trapping very se ldom can totally eliminate
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Nets have been used to trap birds that are feeding .
The nets are set and feed is placed beneath them.
When significant numbers of birds are feeding the net
is released, trapping the feeding birds.
Mist nets can also be used, but in virtually all cases
specific permits are required from the CS. Fish and
Wildlife Service for use of any mist net. \1ist nets are
very fine nets in which birds become e ntangled, but
these are normally not practical for use around
structural bird control.
Trapping can be an effective method ofhird control
when only some population reduction is required . It
can also be used as a tool as a part of an overall program when a wide area is involved in the control
program. It is an effective tool that should not be
overlooked when evaluating your bird-control program. Blackbird, starling, and sparrow traps are less
commonly used ; and I personally have never used
these in my control methods and therefore I cannot
readily evaluate their effectiveness.
In some areas, shooting with firearms is permitted . In
urban areas, however, it is generally not an accepted
practice . When dealing with large groups of sta rlin~s
in trees, shooting can be a very effective method of
population reduction and flock dispersa l, but in most
cases it is difficult to get enough responsible people together who are willing to spend the time and money
necessary to have an effective shooting program.
Shooting around structures may cause more damage
than the birds themselves are causing.
Pellet guns can be a ve ry effective tool as a part of an
overall program to help eliminate st raggl e rs. If the
area you have to service is inhabited by only a few
birds, a high-powered pellet gu n can be a verv effective
tool. In areas where breakage or damage is easily
caused, I recommend t he use of the plastic pellets with
the aluminum tip, made by Beeman . The Reeman
pellet gun is the one that I use, and although I don·t
use it very often, it is an in valuable tool when it is
needed.
Other methods of bird control available include the use
of electric repellers, a ;;et of double wires installed on
t he ledges and areas where the birds cun roost. One
good point about these is that they do not physically

harm the birds. If you are dealing with protected
species, or if you are in areas where the use of toxicants is not permitted or would not be wise because of
the environment surrounding it, then this is a potentia_l tool you may want to consider. It is very expensive
to mstall and must be diligently maintained to remain
effective. Sticks, leaves, and other debris which fall
across the wires can short them out or give you a protected area where the birds can roost without being
affected by the wires. Wires also can be broken easily
by falling sticks and limbs.
We all have heard of the use ofTergitol®, a wetting
agent used by the Fish and Wildlife Service for
blackbird control. Although we should be aware of its
existence, it is a method that has no use in structural
areas.

parasites and disease ifleft undisturbed. The cleanup
must be done in a safe and expeditious manner.
lfyou use repellents, where are the dislocated birds
going to go? Always review the potential areas that
these birds may travel to, for if you do not, you may
end up with a worse problem on your hands than what
you had to start with. I have had this question in my
mind: "If! were to do a job and move a flock of birds
from one building to another where they could become
a nuisance and a hazard, causing damage, could I be
held legally liable for the damage caused by these
birds that I moved?"
Unreviewed laws can be a source of potential heartache or even financial disaster. Always review all laws
- federal, state, and local - pertaining to the job that
you are about to do. Involve other people, especially on
a state and local level, in finding out if there are any
laws or ordinances on the books that you don't know
about pertaining to bird control.

Of course, the best way to eliminate bird problems on
buildings and structures is to do it as they are built.
Proper architectural design can totally prevent
roosting and nesting areas on the faces of buildings.
Building without leaving window ledges or having
them slanted to such a degree that birds cannot roost
on them is a great help in preventing bird problems.
Certainly if you have a customer who is in the design
stages of a new building, or is considering remodeling
the outside of an existing one, and the area is one
where birds are generally a problem, have them
remind the architect to design the structure in such a
manner that it does not provide birds with easy
roosting and nesting areas.

Poorly trained personnel can be a source of tremendous problems and potential disaster. Remember, if
one of your people goes out and causes injury to people
or the death of an endangered species, you may be held
directly liable. If an untrained person uses pesticides
improperly, or does installation and service work incorrectly, it may not only cause the service to be ineffective, but it may also open you up to potential citations from state and federal personnel.

When air conditioning units are installed on flat roofs,
if they are installed in a manner that does not allow
birds to get underneath them, this can prevent a
serious, nasty, smelly problem. There's no job much
worse than having to clean out air conditioner coils
that are filled with putrid, well-aged remains of birds
that were chopped up in the air conditioner fans. [t
can provide an unhealthy and extremely unpleasant
situation.
There are many potential problem areas that we
should review . Iftoxicants are used, bird pick up and
proper disposal is an important step that must not be
overlooked. If the toxics may cause secondary poisonings, extra effort is needed to ensure that prompt pick
up and proper disposal is carried out, either by you or
by your customer.
Th~ use ~f audible fri~htening devices without proper
notification of people in the area can cause complaints
from the neighbors . If proper advertisement is done
and the people are informed of the project, they will'
seldom complain . Always consider the media - newspapers, radio, and television - they can be your best
friend or your worst enemy. Always consider and
review with your customer what part, if any, the news
media should play in the public relations aspect of
your control program.
Cleanup of droppings is an important area that must
not be overlooked, for they can be the source of both
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You must know about environmental groups in the
area. If they are there, and control methods that cause
death to the target species in such a way that dying
birds or bird carcasses are in public view, it will be
very often a great benefit to have these people informed ahead of time. If they are not informed, they
can quickly turn into bitter enemies.
Of course, a proper survey for non-target species is
vital. If it is not done, you are courting disaster .
With all this data in hand, it is time to make a deter mination as to what program and procedures may be
followed to safely and effectivelv achieve the desired
results . First, state the problen{, identify the target
species, and review the environmental projection.
With this done, establish the type of program that is
needed. Plan which control methods and pesticides are
to be used. Identify any potential problem areas, and
determine what, if any, acceptable risk levels there are
in the use of any of these products or methods.
The last step is to review with the customer the entire
project starting with project "Safety" Explain the projected effectiveness of the methods, procedures. and
pesticides which may be used. It is very important
that the customer understand what is being used,
hazards involved, and specific results expected . Much
confusion and dissatisfaction can result if this is not
done properly . Explain the cost effectiveness ofa
program with relationship to the existing problems.
and what the long-term costs, if anv, mav be to
maintain the program. Balance th-is out a gainst the

existing problems and potential problems that may
exist in the future if the project is not undertaken.

covered every aspect that you could do to try to prevent
problems.

Next, establish a contractua. relationship with the
customer. In this contract ycu should spell out specifically all costs involved to th~ customer for the project.
Clarify in writing specific responsibilities, such as
whose duty it is to notify youofreinfestation problems.
Find out whether they will have people watching who
will let you know, or whether you must make regular
periodic inspections to determine whether reinfestation problems have started. Clarify whose job it is to
pick up and dispose of carcas;;es, and make sure if the
customer is going to be responsible for this, that he is
fully aware of the importance of prompt pick up and
what safety procedures shou'. d be used .

In many cases local, city, or county permits may be required, so check to find out for sure if they are and do
make sure they are in hand prior to the commencement of any service work.

Clarify all safety responsibilities regarding access to
areas where treatment is being done or has been done
and other safety-related items. Spell out what must be
done to gain admission to the area under contract so
that if you need to come in for an inspection, you won't
run into problems getting admitted to the property.
Specify and spell out any terms of payment, making
sure all parties understand terms and conditions.
Payment schedules quite often are set up to cover the
entire length of the contract. This does 2 things. It
ensures continued performance on your part and that
they'll receive the service they're paying for . It ensures you a continuing income from that job so that
you are able to maintain your service at an acceptable
level and have regular income .

Check your insurance. Make sure your limits are
sufficient. I highly recommend at least $1 million coverage for anyone engaged in structural bird control.
The National Pest Control Association/PESCO/I:--r A
Insurance is one of the best and most economical available. It is admissible in all 50 states. You can get
either half or one million dollar basic coverage, and I
recommend carrying a million dollar umbrella over
this.
Is contractual liability required? In many cases if
you're dealing with large companies, especially those
who are self-insured, they will require that you carry
contractual liability, and they will have a hold harmless clause in your contract. Make sure that your contractual liability will cover the particular job, for
many policies require specific notification of each and
every contract entered into where this is required .
Make sure that your insurance covers bird control
specifically. If you're used to doing general pest
control, there may be a problem if you.get into bird
control, so get something from your insurance carrier
showing that you are covered while doing bird control.

Last, but not least, review any potential problem areas
with the customer so that neither of you ends up with
surprises. There is nothing more damaging to a contractJcustomer relationship than to come up with
"surprise" problems half-way through a project. In
most cases, if both parties know about them, any
problem that arises can be handled without difficulty.
"THE LEGAL ASPECTS"

Once a contractual relationship has been entered into
with a customer, it is necessary to check with the state
Department of Natural Resources and/or the state lead
agency to see if any state permits will be required in
the performance of your contract. If there is any possibility of a non-target kill, even accidental , it is important to have the state know ahead of time what you are
doing. Even if they say that a permit is not required,
have something in writing from them to that effect. It
is best to notify them by letter delivered in person if
you can see any potential problems and have them
rPspond in writing.
If the project may involve any species that are protected under federal law, check with your Fish and
Wildlife Service office to acquire any necessary' permits. They, too, should be notified if you can see any
potential hazards. They will normally be very happy
to work with you if they can do it ahead of time. If
problems do develop, they will know that you have
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Workmen's compensation is another area that must be
considered. When doing bird control work, it is often
necessary for the technicians to do much hazardous
work, many times climbing to the top of buildings, on
ledges, and on structuring that most people in their
right mind would never get close to. But if you're
gonna get to the birds, you have to go to where they
are .
The technicians that you use for bird control are very
important. They must be properly certified to do bird
control work and be properly trained in bird recogni tion as well as proper communications - that is public
relations. They must be trained specifically in the use
of methods , devices, or pesticides to be used . If tech nicians have used trapping and repellents for several
months or years. they are not necessarily trained in
the proper use of strychnine or Rid-A-Bird perches
Someone who is used to using Rid-A-Bird perches may
not be at all familiar with the proper methods for
mechanical exclusion or roost alteration. Your
technicians must be properly advised of any special
hazards or potential problems that may arise during
the performance of their duties . It is just as important.
if not more important, for the technician to be a ware of
these than it is the customer, for they are the ones who
are going to have to handle them first-hand . Your
technicians are your front -row linemen. They've got to
be good.

NOTIF'ICA TION

Notification of the proper people, organizations, and
governmental units prior to beginning the job is
vitally important and must not be left out. Some of
these may have previously been notified and conferred
with in previous steps. If not, or if they have only been
partially notified as to what you may do, now is the
time to notify them. Review with your customer the
potential notification list and determine with them
who should be notified and to what extent they should
be informed.
Within the governmental units, of course, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service should be notified if you are
dealing with large flocks of birds, or working in areas
where there are potential problems with non targets.
State organizations, such as the Department of Fish
and Wildlife, Department of Agriculture, and your
pesticide lead agency may also need to be informed,
depending on the type of job involved and the methods
and procedures that will be used.
On the local level, many times it is helpful to let the
local police department, health department, and city
sanitation or street crews know what is happening,
and make them aware of any potential hazards or
problems. Local health departments or city sanitation
and street crews may be of assistance in picking up
and disposing of bird carcasses, especially if you're
dealing with an urban problem. They're normally
very happy to see problems eliminated.
Organizations which may need to be notified are your
local and state Audubon Society, Humane Society, and
any local ornithological or bird-watching groups. As
we mentioned before, the media might also need to be
informed. It is much better to inform these people
ahead of time what is happening, why you're doing it,
and the safety procedures and precautions that you
have taken, than it is for them to get the news from
someone on the street who saw a pigeon die or saw a
bird gummed up with repellent.
Individuals who might need to be notified, especially
within the customer's organization, are custodial personnel, the safety department, the customer's public
relations people, and in some cases, even the general
employees. In virtually all cases, maintenance people
should be informed, for these are the people who are
most likely to enter areas where service has been performed, and they need to know any special precautions
that might need to be taken to avoid problems. You
must determine what you're going to tell them and
why. This should be basically on a need-to-know basis.
The target species' identification should be general
knowledge. To those who need to know, potential
hazards should be reviewed, along with expected results, areas that will be involved in the service work,
why the work is needed, what damages are being
caused, and what hazards exist with the birds the way
they are .
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:vtany people in the plants, in the buildings, or in the
media, don't realize the necessity of bird control, and
the hazards and problems that are involved. When
necessary, these people should be informed of the
control methods that are being used.
What's to gain in these notifications? The most important gain is a general understanding to the people involved of the "what's and why's" of bird control. Many
times they can give you assistance in monitoring results, and these people can avoid "surprise" proble·ms.
These notifications also can be a great assistance in
public relations, for if people know and understand the
problem, the reasons that it needs to be controlled, and
the methods and procedures that are being used, you
very seldom will have any difficulties.
SERVICE

This is the step of the program that brings together the
total of all previous steps and translates them into
action, and where the professionalism and reputation
of your firm is on the line. Proper scheduling is very
important. Make sure that the schedule will fit the
available hours you have with the customer's needs.
The customer may have parts of buildings or property
that can be entered at certain times of the day or certain days of the week, so set your schedule to fit the
customer's whenever possible. Do your best not to interrupt your customer's regular activities, because if
you interrupt, you're costing money.
Be prompt, regular, and dependable with your service
visits. If your technician is to be there at 9:00, make
sure she's there at 9:00 - not 15 minutes late. Always
allow sufficient time to dothe job properly. Understand that this may require time for the technician to
stop work and talk to individuals who are curious
about the job.
The attitudes of your service personnel are important.
Technicians must be clean, courteous, and friendly .
They must be constantly ready to communicate at any
level with anyone who has questions about the job or
the service involved. Service representatives must
know to whom they may speak and what they may say .
Technicians must be fully educated and trained in bird
control procedures, totally understanding the scope of
the work, and being fully aware of all the tools and
procedures that are used . They must understand there
are times that they cannot be interrupted, and mbjects
that cannot be discussed, but they must be able to sidestep these situations in such a way as not to leave a
bad impression. Service personnel must totally understand the value of good public relations.
The results of the service performed must be continually monitored. If toxics are used, you must be sure
that carcasses are kept picked up regularly so that
they will not become a problem. Whether it's your job,
or whether it's a customer's job, it must be done
promptly and regularly . There have been many bird
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control projects that have been stopped midway because carcass pick up was not carried out properly.
Always remember about secondary cleanout of lice,
mites, or other parasites that may be around nesting
or roosting areas. A little common sense tip - make
sure when a technician has been working outside or in
accumulations of bird droppings, that he does not track
into buildings and damage carpeting and furniture.
This can cause some really nasty problems if it's not
watched.

CLEANUP
A good cleanup procedure is necessary to achieve good
project results, and good customer relationships. If not
done properly, the only lasting memory you may leave
with a customer is that of the mess you left behind. A
good cleanup program involves monitoring, maintaining, and enforcing carcass cleanup, regardless of whose
responsibility it is. The importance of this has been
discussed previously.
Remove any equipment, such as traps, feeders, or
other devices, as soon as they are no longer needed .
When toxicants are used, as soon as they are no longer
needed, they should be removed from the area. Repellents, especially if they are in areas where people may
come into contact with them, should be removed when
they are no longer needed. If it is known ahead of time
that they will be removed, it is far better to put them
down on masking tape to facilitate easy removal.
All prebaits and baits should be removed when no
longer needed. Prebaits that are left around after control is established can sometimes work against you
and actually enhance the probability of reinfestation.
Tools and unused equipment should be kept cleaned up
- never left on the job site. When you're done , any
scraps or miscellaneous residue should be removed.
Bird droppings and their residues should be removed.
Whose responsibility this is depends on how the contract reads, but no matter whose responsibility it is, it
should be done as soon as possible. Clean up all droppings from floors, steps, and entrance ways, clean off
any contaminated equipment so that maintenance
personnel will not have to wade through it any longer
to work on their equipment. Gutters and downspouts
should be cleaned to avoid potential problems later on.
All nests and nesting materials should be removed, remembering that these may be infested with parasites.
Safety and sanitation are the main reasons for the
cleanup, but public relations is the underlying factor.
A clean area, free of debris, old nests, droppings, and
other bird residue, will provide a less attractive area
for new birds and, therefore, decrease the chance of reinfestation. This is not something I have proved scientifically, but over 17 years I've generally observed it to
be the case.
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A proper follow up may involve establishing a longterm maintenance agreement with your customer
which can prove to be the most profitable part of the
entire project. A good follow-up program will make
your customers some of the best sales personnel you
can ever have. Word-of-mouth advertising from a
long-term satisfied customer is an advertisement that
no amount of money can ever buy . A new potential
customer will listen much better to the experiences
and stories of a customer you've had for years than
they will to the best salesman you may have.
One important point to emphasize to your customer
about a maintenance agreement is that it can provide
long-term bird management at a guaranteed price . It
can ensure him of never again having to face the mess
and problems that he had to face when he was infested
with birds.
Whether or not you end up with a maintenance agreement, establish monitoring procedures. Determine
whose responsibility it wil I be for inspection of the
area to watch for new bird infestations. Set a sc hedule
for these regular inspections so that both you and the
customer know when they will be car ried out. Coordinate procedures for inspection reporting, so that both
you and the customer know when the inspection has
been done and what the results of the inspection were .
No matter what type of schedule is set up , it is always
best for you to personally conduct unscheduled , peri odic follow-up inspections or calls.
Always remember your customer can be your best
sales personnel. Always get permissio n to use your
customer as a reference. Get both the name and title of
the individual to be contacted for reference, and, if
possible , their telephone number. When it is practical,
always notify them when their name has been used as
a reference , and tell them to whom this reference has
been given.
Always maintain good follow-up records . They will , of
course, help you in meeting lega l requirements. as
well as establishing records for la te r use in proving
that you have gone through all the steps necessary for
a safe and efficacious job . Your follow-up record can
also be a great assistance in evaluating the cost price
relationship, showing you r customer. and keeping
records for yourself on how you have actuall y helped to
save the customer money . These follow-up records will
also assist you in making future price determinations
on other jobs .
REVIEW AND CONCLUSION
The 7 basic steps are as follows:
1. Data Gathering - The Survey
Get all your information together regarding the
proposed project.

2. Evaluation and Determination

Review all the data that is gathered, and from that,
make a determination as to what steps should be
followed.
3. The Legal Aspects
:Wake sure that you have covered all possible areas to
avoid possible problems.
4. Notification

Make sure anyone and everyone that needs to know
about the project has been properly informed about
what's going to happen .
5. Service
Get the job done .
6. Cleanup
in many cases, cieanup is done right along with the
service.
7. A Proper Follow-up
Pub lie relations are at the heart of each of these seven
ste ps and must be remembered throughout the entire
project.

It is impossible to over-emphasize the necessity of
maintaining good public relations throughout a good
bird control project. Good record keeping also is extremely vital, both to protecting your interests and
providing long-term data to show the efficacy of your
service.
What are the primary reasons for your interest in bird
co ntrol work? ls it that bird control can be another
good profit source for your business? Is it that bird
control might be of assistance in helping your business
to grow and expand? Or is it that you see a definite
need for environmentally safe and effective bird
control, and you be lieve that you are capable of providing it? And in so doing, providing much needed
public se rvice .
If you cannot see bird control and bird management
work first and primarily as providing a needed public
se rvice, if yo u are not willing to do it in a n environmentall y safe manner with good public relations , then
please, for the sake of everyone, KEEP OUT OF IT!!
Those of us who provide pest bird management a nd
control hold a valuable trust - we must never be found
wanting.
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